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• Distinct from “trade” binders     
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Evelyn Nordhoff Bindery, NYC, 1902
Doves Bindery staff, 1905. Cobden-Sanderson 
Binding by T.J. Cobden-Sanderson (1840-1922)
second from left
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Belle McMurtry Young,  Les Reconcontres de Monsieur de Bréot, 
by Henri F. J.  Régnier, n.d.
Peter Franck, Le Mystère Laïc by Jean Cocteau, , n.d.
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Charlotte Ullman, Vers & Prose by Paul Valéry, 1926
Arno Werner, Lettering by Hermann Degering, n.d.
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Julia Miller, A is for Aurochs, 2007
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Richard Minsky (at center)
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S d d l f i il h h US– erve  as mo e   or s m ar centers t roug out 
– Democratization of book arts, greater accessibility
Richard Minsky’s The 
Birds of North America. 
Bound 1975.
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• Book as work of art         
rather than as just 
container
Hedi Kyle’s April Diary, 1979. First flag book.
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structures that are     
adapted by many
Fuzzy Wrap, 2001
Susan Joy Share, Zip-Off Fence, 2005
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Keith Smiths’ BOOK 91
(A String Book), 1982
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Bridget O’Malley, Cave Paper
Jessica Spring, Springtide Press
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Suzanne Moore, Routes, 1990
Karen Hanmer, Celestial 
Navigation, 2008
Destination Moon, 2003
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Slices of My Life, 1999
Nancy Callahan, Moving Target, 2010
Don Etherington, Twelve Centuries of Bookbindings, 400-1600, 2009
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Thank you for coming this afternoon. Are there any questions?
Special Thanks
• Special thanks to Karen Hanmer and Mindell
D b k f h i f th i t tiu ans y or s ar ng  rom  e r presen a ons 
and allowing me to use selected images.
• Pamela McLaughlin and Deborah Ryan at the 
Everson Museum of Art in Syracuse for inviting 
me to help in planning the Fit To Be Bound
exhibition and to speak at the museum.
